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Democratizing the future of farming




eKutir
Ekutir offers an enterprise-based model which converts an exploitative and fragmented agricultural system into a collaborative and connected distribution model. The model works through a decentralised network of micro-entrepreneurs, who engage with farmers and rural communities. This generates rural employment, sustainable income and increased productivity. Ekutir has created Bloom  a digital platform that is a central feature of the model.
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Temie Giwa-Tubosun
CEO & Founder
Delivering essential medical products to hospitals




LifeBank
LifeBank is a medical distribution company that uses data and technology to help hospitals discover essential medical products such as blood and oxygen, and deploys a smart logistics system to deliver these products on time and in the right condition.
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Piyush Jaju
Co-Founder & CEO
Energizing lives by providing complete solar solutions




ONergy
ONergy Solar provides end-to-end decentralized solar energy solutions. Its strength lies in the combination of developing high quality products, a strong after-sales service network, facilitating consumer financing, and developing an ecosystem for sustainable development and rural empowerment. ONergy provides support to its partners through innovative design, training, last mile distribution, installation and technical support. 
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Liisa Smits
Founder & Managing Director
Providing tropical weather forecast to farmers




Ignitia
Ignitia‘s innovative tropical weather model develops localized forecast, based on GPS. Farmers subscribe to receive forecasts on a daily, monthly, and/or seasonal basis. Forecasts are delivered to the farmers via SMS. This allows farmers to increase their income due to better planning around weather events and performance.
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First name

Last name

Organization name

Website

Job title

Email

Phone number

You can contact me on Whatsapp

How did you find out about this event?

Where are you currently based?

Are you applying as an Adopter or an Ecosystem Partner?Adopter: You are interested in adopting or replicating a social business model.
Ecosystem Partner: You wish to provide support for the replication of social business models.




Which model are you interested in?Choose one
Ekutir
LifeBank
ONergy
Ignitia



How are you applying?Choose one
As a company
As an individual



Why are you interested in adopting or replicating this business model?

What makes you a good fit for replicating the model? How well do you respond to the adopter criteria shown in the adopter profile?

How would you potentially finance/co-finance the replication of the model?

Any additional info?


 All the fields are required
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